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Fundamental Concepts
• Consistent differences between people's 

personalities.
• ... across time
• ... across situations

• Stable differences (traits) are revealed by 
behavior

• Behavior is a direct sign of underlying types 
or traits.



Personality as a layered, hierarchical organization
• "Onion" or "Artichoke" model

• Basically a Sweet Guy…
• Try to be Understanding

• “It looks like you’ve had a 
tough day, and it’s only 9 
o’clock!”

• Patient
• Listen while other talk
• Wait for you even though you 

may have a boyfriend
• Politeness

• Return calls
• Call you later
• Send flowers
• Open Doors for you



All people may not have the same 
hierarchical structure
• Nomothetic assumption vs. idiographic 

assumption
• Idiographic traits:  to each her or his own unique 

consistencies (and inconsistencies)



Biological basis for personality & 
personality differences?

• Allport:  personality has a physiological basis
• Cattell:  __% genetic, __% environmental
• Gender differences in personality?
• Racial differences in personality?
• Genetic bases for personality problems?

• e.g., genetic propensity to become addicted to alcohol



Each level of organization 
can be studied empirically 
• The most basic traits of personality can be 

discovered through research, say many Trait 
theorists.
• Correlation coefficients
• Factor analysis
• Allport vs. Cattell positions on "research and science 

are the answers"



Conceptualization of 
differences between 
normal and abnormal 
personalities
• Some trait theories make abnormality/normalcy a 

discontinuity rather than a continuum
• Most use continua to describe normal  to 

abnormal personality



History of the Trait approach
• Founding theories

• The founding ones are written about by the theories 
that survived, and were not entirely vanquished…

• History of theories = "His story"?
• history comes from the Middle English / Old French histoire
• from Latin historia
• from Greek historein, to inquire
• from histor, learned man



The earliest Trait theory: The 
ancient Chinese calendar
• 12-year cycle of years named after animals
• => association of birth year, animal types, and 

personality types
• 1972, 1984 Rat

• You are ambitious yet honest. Prone to spend freely. Seldom 
make lasting friendships. Most compatible with Dragons and 
Monkeys. Least compatible with Horses.

• 1973, 1985 Ox
• Bright, patient, and inspiring to others.  You can be happy by 

yourself, yet make an outstanding parent.  Marry a Snake or 
Cock.  The Sheep will bring trouble.



More…
• 1974, 1986 Tiger

• Tiger people are aggressive, courageous, candid, and 
sensitive.  Look  to the Horse and Dog for happiness.  
Beware of the Monkey.

• 1975, 1987 Rabbit
• Luckiest of all signs, you are also talented and 

articulate.  Affectionate, yet shy, you seek peace 
throughout your life.  Marry a Sheep or Boar.  Your 
opposite is the Cock.



• 1976, 1988 Dragon
• Your are eccentric and your life complex.  You have a 

very passionate nature and abundant health.  Marry a 
Monkey or Rat late in life.  Avoid the Dog.

• 1977, 1989 Snake
• Wise and intense with a tendency towards physical 

beauty.  Vain and high tempered.  The Boar is your 
enemy.  The Cock or Ox are your best signs.



• 1978, 1990 Horse
• Popular and attractive to the opposite sex.  You are 

often ostentatious and impatient.  You need people.  
Marry a Tiger or a Dog early, but never a Rat.

• 1979, 1991 Sheep
• Elegant and creative, you are timid and prefer 

anonymity.  You are most compatible with Boars and 
Rabbits but never the Ox.



Yet again more…
• 1980, 1992 Monkey

• You are very intelligent and are able to influence 
people.  An enthusiastic achiever, you are easily 
discouraged and confused.  Avoid tigers.  Seek a 
Dragon or a Rat.

• 1981, 1993 Cock
• A pioneer in spirit, you are devoted to work and quest 

after knowledge.  You are selfish and eccentric.  
Rabbits are trouble.  Snakes and Oxen are fine.



• 1982, 1994 Dog
• Loyal and honest, you work well with others.  

Generous yet stubborn and often selfish.  Look to the 
Horse or Tiger.  Watch out for Dragons.

• 1983, 1995 Boar
• Noble and chivalrous.  Your friends will be lifelong, yet 

you are prone to marital strife.  Avoid other Boars.  
Marry a Rabbit or a Sheep.



In the Chinese zodiac, each successive year is named for one of 12 animals. These 12-year 
cycles are continuously repeated and combined with a sequence of the five elements (water, 
wood, fire, metal, earth) in a 60-year major cycle. 

–    Year      
Rat Shu 1900 1912 1924 1936 1948 1960 1972

 1984 1996 2008 
Ox Niu 1901 1913 1925 1937 1949 1961 1973 1985

 1997 2009 
Tiger Hu 1902 1914 1926 1938 1950 1962 1974

 1986 1998 2010 
Hare T'u 1903 1915 1927 1939 1951 1963 1975

 1987 1999 2011 
Dragon Lung 1904 1916 1928 1940 1952 1964 1976

 1988 2000 2012 
Snake She 1905 1917 1929 1941 1953 1965 1977

 1989 2001 2013 
Horse Ma 1906 1918 1930 1942 1954 1966 1978

 1990 2002 2014 
Sheep Yang 1907 1919 1931 1943 1955 1967 1979

 1991 2003 2015 
Monkey Hou 1908 1920 1932 1944 1956 1968 1980

 1992 2004 2016 
Rooster Chi 1909 1921 1933 1945 1957 1969 1981

 1993 2005 2017 
Dog Kou 1910 1922 1934 1946 1958 1970 1982

 1994 2006 2018 
Pig Chu 1911 1923 1935 1947 1959 1971 1983

 1995 2007 2019 
• Microsoft ® Encarta ® Reference Library 2003. © 1993-2002 Microsoft Corporation. All 

rights reserved.



What happened when Chinese rural society 
applied this personality theory in 1990 …
• Source: Washington Post
• Again: 1990, the Year of the Horse

• “Popular and attractive to the opposite sex.
• You are often ostentatious and impatient.
• You need people.
• Marry a Tiger or a Dog early, but never a Rat.”

• Birth control policy: 1 child.
• Sexism

• Male babies preferred over female babies
• Female infanticide rates increased markedly



Ancient Greeks
• Delphic oracle:  "Know Thyself"

• …as a set of traits?
• Socrates

• Socratic method of critical inquiry
• modern research methodology



More with those Greeks…
• Hippocrates’ biological bases of personality 

differences
• Chemicals (humor) affect, determine personality

• Black bile →
• depression (melancholic)
• Why not "White bile"?

• Yellow bile →
• irritable (choleric)

• Blood…. →
• optimistic, enthusiastic (sanguine)

• Phlegm →
• calm, listless (phlegmatic) 

• Ideal state: homeostasis, i.e., balance.
• Galen: bloodletting to restore balance, for health!



Avicenna  (980-1037)
• Famous, Influencial Persian 

(Iranian) Philosopher-Scientist
• Physician, Administrator
• Authored 450 books, of most note:

• The Canon of Medicine
(famous book in Western and Eastern 
medicine).

• The Book of Healing
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Avicenna (more)
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• Advocated modern 
research in 
physiology

• Posited, among 
many other things:
• collective 

consciousness
• continuum of 

intelligence
• Influenced St. 

Augustine



20th century 
researcher-
theorists 
(1890-1960)

• Phrenology



William Sheldon (1898-1977)
• biology → psychology

• ("anatomy is destiny"? ... or "is anatomy destined by 
psychology?")

• cell structure of neonate
• ectoderm
• mesoderm
• endoderm

• neonate cell structure causes 3 body types
•  ecto-, endo-, mesomorphic

• studied thousands of faceless nudes ...



From Cal Tech.
www.sciwrite.caltech.edu/ journal03/A-L/lin.html
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more from Cal Tech...
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Body type (somatotype)  → 
personality type
• endomorph → viscerotonic personality
• mesomorph → somatotonic personality
• ectomorph → cerebrotonic personality



According to Sheldon's short form of 
his Scale for Temperament:



More…



And more…



And finally…



Sheldon's was one of the first multi-
factor theories of personality
• endo-meso-ecto scores:  which are you?
• a 5-3-4 would be a ...

• viscerotonic personality with significant cerebrotonia
• Also one of the first theories to, possibly, 

illustrate the power of the expectancies of the 
theories to generate the data one desires:



More on Sheldon…
• "Some time ago the writer was asked to consult a 

young woman who had been suffering from a number 
of cerebrotonic manifestations, among them 
neurodermatitis, insomnia, return of a childhood habit 
of fingernail biting, and a peculiar sense of impending 
disaster. She was morphologically a 2-2-6, very shy 
and quiet, and her motivational components seemed 
to be also about 2-2-6." (p. 398)



Advances of Sheldon’s
• He advocated personality assessment & scoring 

by machine
• Now routine, in clinical practice and on web

• He contrasted social and scientific views of 
abnormality, attempting to remove stigma of 
certain personality characteristics:



Sheldon:
• "Cardiac distress or heart consciousness, and 

temporary digestive distress of all sorts are normal 
manifestations of cerebrotonia, a fact which if 
generally known might save the public millions of 
clinical dollars, and the medical profession many 
headaches. Cerebrotonics are often called nervous or 
neurotic when they are quite normal, just as 
viscerotonics are sometimes accused of gluttony and 
lethargy when they are behaving normally."



Sheldon’s theory had a dynamic 
component:
• "Wars" between personality types for dominance, 

and result in observable problems (e.g.,:
• "Alcoholism seems typically to be associated with 

a motivational conflict in which somatotonia and 
cerebrotonia are at war within a personality, with 
the former barely holding the upper hand."



Sheldon as limited by the racism 
of time, and something more…
• Racist/nationalistic reference to somatotonics?

• "They conquer mountains, oceans, forests, wild beasts, 
Chinese, and other less somatotonic or less strongly 
united peoples."

• Just a writing style?
• "The viscerotonic ... 'sucks hard at the breast of mother 

earth.'"
• "The viscerotonic wants to dig in, to establish himself in 

a good place on his earth, and to feel the warming and 
nourishing earth juices flowing in his veins."  (p. 392)



Alfred Binet (1857-1911)
• the French Academy's competition
• Binet’s response (1905)
• Terman:Alfred_Binet.jpg

• the Stanford-BinetAlfred_Binet.jpg
• translation + IQ theory (Stern, a German psychologist)

• original promise of the trait approach
• WISC (Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children)

• WAIS (Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale)

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4f/Alfred_Binet.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4f/Alfred_Binet.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4f/Alfred_Binet.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4f/Alfred_Binet.jpg

